
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2015

ISSUE:  YOUTH PROGRAMMING

04/17/15 at 20:00…Life on the Rock …60 minutes…Hosts Doug Barry and Fr. John 
Paul hosted this program with guest Paul Kim. He is a chastity speaker for youth.

05/01/15 at 20:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Hosts Fr. Mark Mary and Fr. 
Anthony hosted this program and talked to Dr. Timothy Locke about people with same-
sex attraction.

05/08/15 at 20:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Hosts Fr. Mark Mary and Doug 
Barry spent time on their program with Mark Hart, executive vice president of Life Teen.

06/05/15 at 20:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Hosts Fr. Mark Mary and Doug 
Barry spent time on their program with Rose Rae who talked about Radiant Awakening 
magazine for young women.

06/19/15 at 20:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Hosts Doug Barry and Fr. Mark 
spent time on their program speaking to Shawn Dalton who talked about his youth 
program in churches called Why Disciple?

07/03/15 at 20:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Hosts Doug Barry and Fr. Mark 
spent time on their program with Ryan Kolbe of the Becket Fund.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2015

ISSUE:  FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS

04/11/15 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked about parenting a high school senior who is 
frustrated with her mom putting restrictions on her prom dress purchase.

05/02/15 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked about how to develop the virtue of chastity for 
those starting to date.

05/30/15 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program a listener talked about being concerned about her son and 
what he is seeing at his grandparents’ in regard to marriage.

06/27/15 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked about the renewal of marriage vows and 
affection.

07/04/15 at 09:00…Mast Appeal…120 minutes… Host Coleen Kelly Mast has a lot of 
experience from her work with families and counseling that she contributes to aiding her 
audience.  On this program she talked about giving to each other as a married couple.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2015

ISSUE:  HEALTH

04/21/15 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
gives advice on mental health of individuals.  On this program he talked about hoarders. 

05/04/15 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he talked about hoarding 
and the psychological implications.

05/12/15 at 13:00... The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program he talked about sensory 
intenseness.

06/02/15 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
gives advice on mental health of individuals. On this program social anxiety was 
discussed.

06/16/15 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a call-in and 
gives advice on mental health of individuals. He talked to a listener about the deception 
on how things are from watching the news and how it affects people.

07/07/15 at 13:00...The Doctor Is In...57 minutes... Dr. Ray Guarendi hosts a program 
on giving advice on mental health of individuals. He spoke about bipolar disorder and 
depression.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2015

ISSUE:  EDUCATIONAL

04/16/15 at 20:00...The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke to actor 
Kevin James.

05/04/15 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world.  Raymond talked about 
traditional marriage and the Supreme Court.

05/07/15 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke about ISIS 
and Elton Simpson.

06/11/15 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond talked about Pope 
Francis talking about gender ideology.

06/25/15 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond talked about the 
U.S Supreme Court on the Affordable Care Act.

07/02/15 at 20:00... The World Over...59 minutes... Raymond Arroyo educates with his 
news show what is going on that is important in the world. Raymond spoke about ISIS 
and its attacks.



ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  WQOM SECOND QUARTER 2015

ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST

04/12/15 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Vinny Flynn and his book 
entitled Mercy’s Gaze in regard to St. Faustina’s Diary.

05/03/15 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30  minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. On this episode he talked to Julie 
George Craigan on her book on Visiting Mary: Her U.S. Shrines and Their Graces.

06/07/15 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with authors of books of public interest. He talked with Bill Donahue about his 
book on health and happiness.

06/21/15 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with the author of books of public interest. He talked to Sister Agnes about My 
Life with Mother Angelica and this new edition.

07/05/15 at 09:30...EWTN Bookmark...30 minutes... Host Doug Keck shares a book 
review with the author of books of public interest. He talked to Matthew Bunson about 
The Encyclopedia of Saints.


